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**************************************************************

Date : 14TH March 2024

Name of the Event : Garlanding and speaches

Topic : Motivations fron Einstein

Name of the Resource Person : Dr.K Ramachandra Rao, Principal and Staff

No of participants : 51

Objective : 1. To act symbolizes respect, admiration, and appreciation

for his work and achievements in the field of science.

2.To honour his legacy by continuing to explore the
wonders of science and discovery.

Procedure : A circular/whatsApp message was sent to pg and ug

students to attend the garlanding function and speeches
about Albert Einstein life history and achievements.
The announcement was also done through a public
addressing system

Summary of the event :

The Department of Physics and Electronics celebrated the birthday of a very special person
- Albert Einstein! Albert Einstein was a brilliant scientist who came up with many important ideas
that help us understand how the universe works. To honor his legacy, a beautiful statue of Albert
Einstein was garlanded near the entrance of the science block. The students were gathered around
the statue. The principal, the Head of the Department (HOD), and some of the physics staff gave
inspiring speeches to motivate students to work hard and pursue their dreams, just like Albert
Einstein did. They talked about the importance of curiosity, creativity, and perseverance in the
world of science and Albert Einstein's most famous discoveries, like his theory of relativity and his



equation E=mc^2.

As we stood near the statue of Albert Einstein, we felt inspired to explore the wonders of science
and strive for excellence in everything we do. It was a memorable day filled with learning,
inspiration, and appreciation for one of the greatest minds in history.Let's remember Albert
Einstein's words, "Strive not to be a success, but rather to be of value." Happy Birthday, Albert
Einstein!



Sd/-
Smt. Ch. Komala Lakshmi
HOD of Physics & Electronics


